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How to calculate the change in gpe
By the end of this section, you will be able to: Determining gravitational potential energy changes over large distances Apply energy conservation to determine escape speed Determine whether astronomical bodies are linked gravitationalally We have studied gravitational potential energy in Potential
Energy and Energy Conservation, where the value of g has remained constant. Now we develop an expression that works on such distances that g is not constant. This is necessary to correctly calculate the energy needed to place satellites in orbit or send them in space missions. We have defined
potential work and energy in kinetic work and energy and potential energy and energy conservation. The utility of these definitions is the ease with which we can solve many problems using energy conservation. Potential energy is particularly useful for forces that change with the position, as gravitational
force does on large distances. In Potential Energy and Energy Conservation, we have shown that the change of gravitational energy potential near the Earth's surface is ΔU=mg(y2−y1)ΔU=mg(y2−y1). This works very well if g does not change significantly between y1y1 and y2y2. We return to the
definition of work and potential energy to get a correct expression on larger distances. We remember that the work (W) is the integral of the item of the point between strength and distance. Essentially, it is the product of the component of a force along a moving time. We define ΔUΔU as the negative of
the work done by the force that we associate with the potential energy. For clarity, an expression derives to move a mass m from the distance r1r1 from the center of the Earth to the distance r2r2. However, the result can be easily generalized to all two objects that change their separation from ato the
other. Consider Figure 13.11, in which we take m from a r1r1 distance from the center of the Earth at a distance that is r2r2 from the center. Gravity is a conservative forcethe size and direction are only position functions), so we can take any path we want, and the result for the calculation of the job is the
same. We take the route shown, as it greatly simplifies integration. First of all, we move radially towards the outside from r1r1 distance to r2r2 distance, and then we move along the arc of a circle to reach the final position. During the radial portion, F→F→ is in front of the direction we travel along the
dr→dr→, so E=K1+U1=K2+U2.E=K1+U1=K2+U2. Along the arc, F→F→ is perpendicular to dr→dr→, so F→→^dr→=0F→=0. No work is done while we move along the arch. Using the expression for gravitational force and noting the values for F→ ·dr→F→→ ·dr→ along the two segments of our path, we
have ΔU=−∫r1r2F→→ ·gMEm∫r1r2=GMEm(1r1−1r2). Since ΔU=U2−U1ΔU=U2−U1, we can adopt a simple expression for UU: Figure 13.11 Integral work, which determines the change of potential energy, can be evaluated along the path shown in red. Note two important elements with this definition. First,
U→0asr→∞U→0asr→∞. Potential energy is zero when the two masses are infinitely far away. Only the difference in U is important, so the choice of U=0forr=∞U=0forr=∞ is only one of the conveniences. (Request that in previous gravity issues, you were free to take U=0U=0 at the top or bottom of a
building, or anywhere.) Secondly, note that U becomes increasingly negative as the masses approach. This is consistent with what you have learned about potential energy in Potential Energy and Energy Conservation. Since the two masses are separated, positive work must be done against the force of
gravity, and therefore, U increases (it becomes less negative). All masses naturally fall together under the influence of gravity, falling from a higher to a low energy potential. Lifting aHow much energy is needed to lift the Soyuz vehicle from 9000 kg from Earthup to the ISS height, 400 km above the
surface? Strategy Use equation 13.2 to find the change of potential energy of the useful load. This amount of work or energy must be provided to lift the useful load. Solution Paying attention to the fact that it begins on the surface of the Earth and ends at 400 km above the surface, the change in U is
ΔU=Uorbit− UEarth=−GMEmRE+400km−(−GMEmRE).ΔU=Uorbit−UEarth=−GMEmRE+400km−(−GMEmRE). We insert the values m=9000kg,ME=5.96×1024kg,RE=6.37×106mm=9000kg,ME=5.96×1024kg,RE=6.37×106m and we convert 400 km to 4.00×105m4.00×105m. We find
ΔU=3.32×10JΔU=3.32×10J. It is positive, indicating an increase in potential energy, as we expect. Meaning For perspective, consider that the average use of domestic energy in the United States in 2013 was 909 kWh per month. This is energy of 909kWh×1000W/kW×3600s/h=3.27×109J per
month.909kWh×1000W/kW×3600s/h=3.27×109J per month. Our result is an energy expenditure equivalent to 10 months. But this is only the energy needed to increase the payload 400 km. If we want the Soyuz to be orbited so that we can meet with the ISS and not just fall on Earth, it needs a lot of
kinetic energy. As we see in the next section, that kinetic energy is about five times that of ΔUΔU. Moreover, much more energy is expelled by lifting the propulsion system itself. Space travel is not cheap. Check your understanding 13.3 Why not use the simplest expression
ΔU=mg(y2−y1)ΔU=mg(y2−y1)? How significant is the error? (Request the previous result, in example 13.4, that the value g to 400 km above Earth is 8.67m/s28.67m/s2.) In Potential Energy and Energy Conservation, we have described how to apply energy conservation for systems with conservative
forces. We have been able to solve many problems, especially those involving gravity,simply using energy conservation. These principles and strategies of problem solving are also applied here. The only change is to put the new expression forenergy in the conservation of energy equation,
E=K1+U1=K2+U2E=K1+U1=K2+U2. 12mv12−GMmr1=12mv22−GMmr212mv12−GMmr1=12mv22−GMmr2 Note that we use M, rather than MEME, as a reminder that we are not limited to problems involving Earth. However, we continue to assume that m iptim iptim. (For problems in which this is not
true, we must include the kinetic energy of both masses and use momentum preservation to relate the speeds between them. But the principle remains the same.) The escape speed is often defined as the minimum initial speed of an object that is necessary to escape the surface of a planet (or any large
body like a moon) and never return. As usual, we do not assume that energy lost to an atmosphere should be there. Consider the case where an object is launched from the surface of a planet with an initial speed away from the planet. With the minimum speed required to escape, the object would have
just come to rest infinitely far, that is, the object renounces the last of its kinetic energy just as it reaches the infinite, where the force of gravity becomes zero. Since U→0asr→∞U→0asr→∞, this means that total energy is zero. Thus, we find the escape velocity from the surface of a mass astronomical
body M and R ray setting the total energy equal to zero. On the surface of the body, the object is located at r1=Rr1=R and has the escape speed v1=vescv1=vesc. Reach r2=∞r2=∞ with speed v2=0v2=0. Replaced in Equation 13.5, we have
12mvesc2−GMmR=12m02−GMm∞=0.12mvesc2−GMmR=12m02−GMm∞=0. Solve for the escape speed, Notice that has cancelled the equation. The escape speed is the same for all objects, regardless of the mass. Moreover, we are not limited to the surface of the planet; A can be any starting point
beyond the surface of the planet. Run from Earth What is the speed of escape fromEarth? Assuming there is no energy loss from air resistance. Compare this for escapefrom the Sun, from the Earth orbit. Strategy We use equation 13.6, clearly defining the values of R and M. To escape Earth, we need
the mass and radius of Earth. To escape the Sun, we need the mass of the Sun, and the orbital distance between Earth and the Sun. Solution By substituting the values for the mass and radius of the Earth directly in the equation 13.6, we obtain vesc=2GMR=2(6.3767×10−11N·m2/kg2)
(5.96×1024kg)6×106m=1.12×104m/s. It is about 11 km/s or 25,000 mph. To escape the Sun, from the Earth orbit, we use R=RES=1.50×1011mR=RES=1.50×1011m and MSun=1.99×1030kgMSun=1.99×1030kg. The result is vesc=4.21×104m/svesc=4.21×104m/s or about 42 km/s. Meaning The speed
needed to escape the Sun (leave the solar system) is almost four times the escape velocity from the Earth's surface. But there's help in both cases. The Earth is turning at a speed of almost 1.7 km/s to the equator, and we can use that speed to help escape, or to reach the orbit. For this reason, many
commercial space companies maintain launch facilities near the equator. To escape the Sun, there is even more help. The Earth rotates around the Sun at a speed of about 30 km/s. Launching in the direction that Earth is moving, we only need an additional 12 km/s. The use of gravitational help from
other planets, essentially a technique of shifting gravity, allows space probes to achieve even greater speed. In this slip technique, the vehicle approaches the planet and is accelerated by the gravitational attraction of the planet. It has its maximum speed at the nearest point of approach, although it
accelerates in front of the movement to an equal extent while it moves away. But compared to the planet, the speed of the vehicle long before the approach, and long after, are the same. If the indications are chosen correctly, which can cause an increase(or decrease if necessary) in vehicle speedto the
rest of the solar system. If we send a probe out of the solar system from the Earth's surface, should we just escape the Sun? As mentioned above, the escape rate can be defined as the initial speed of an object that can escape the surface of a moon or planet. More generally, it is speed in any position
such that total energy is zero. If total energy is zero or greater, the object escapes. If total energy is negative, the object cannot escape. Let's see why it's like this. As mentioned above, we see that U→0asr→∞U→0asr→∞. If total energy is zero, then as m reaches a value of r that approaches infinity, U
becomes zero and thus owes kinetic energy. So, m comes to rest infinitely away from M. Ha “only escaped” M. If total energy is positive, then kinetic energy remains at r=∞r=∞ and certainly m does not return. When total energy is zero or greater, then we say that m is not gravitationally linked to M. On the
other hand, if total energy is negative, then kinetic energy must reach zero to a certain finite value of r, where U is negative and equal to total energy. The object can never exceed this finite distance from M, since to do so it would require kinetic energy to become negative, which is not possible. We say
that it is gravitationally linked to M. We simplify this discussion assuming that the object was directed directly from the planet. What is remarkable is that the result applies for any speed. Energy is a scale quantity and therefore equation 13.5 is a scale equation, the direction of speed does not play any role
in energy conservation. It is possible to have a gravitationally tied system where the masses do not “fall together”, but maintain an orbital motion on each other. We have an important final observation. First we stated that if total energy is zero or greater,He escapes. Strictly the equation 13.5 and equation
13.6 13.6 applypoint objects. They also apply to finite objects, spherically symmetrical, provided the value per r in Equation 13.5 is ever greater than the sum of the rays of the two objects. If r becomes less than this sum, objects collide. (Even for greater values than r, but near the sum of rays, gravitational
tidal forces could create significant effects if both objects are dimensioned on the planet. Let us examine the effects of tides in the tidal forces.) Neither the total positive or negative energy precludes finite collision masses. For real objects, the direction is important. How long can an object escape? Let’s
consider the previous example again, where we calculated the escape velocity from Earth and the Sun, starting from the Earth’s orbit. We noticed that Earth already has an orbital speed of 30 km/s. As we see in the next section, this is the tangential speed needed to remain in circular orbit. If an object
had this speed at the distance of the Earth's orbit, but it was moving directly from the Sun, how far would it travel before coming to rest? Ignore the gravitational effects of any other body. Strategy The object has kinetic and potential initial energies that we can calculate. When its speed reaches zero, it is at
its maximum distance from the Sun. We use equation 13.5, energy conservation, to find the distance to which kinetic energy is zero. Solution The initial position of the object is the Earth's orbit radius, and the initial velocity is given as 30 km/s. The final speed is zero, so we can solve for the distance at
that point from the preservation of the energy equation. Using RES=1.50×1011mRES=1.50×1011m and MSun=1.99×1030kgMSun=1.99×1030kg, we have 12mv12− χ 12m = 12 m2 = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m
= 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m = 12 m =
12 m = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 m = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 kg = 12 m12 kg = 11 m = 12 kg- You cancel. Solve for r2r2 we get r2=3.0×1011mr2=3.0×1011m. Note that this is twice the initial distance from the Sun and takes us beyond Mars' orbit, but not enough to the asteroid belt. Meaning The
object in this case has reached a distance exactly twice the initial orbital distance. We will see why this is in the next section when we calculate the speed for circular orbits. You assume you are in a spacecraft orbiting the Sun in the Earth orbit, but far from Earth (so that it can be ignored). How can you
redirect your tangential speed to the radial direction so you can then move from Mars' orbit? What would be necessary to change only the direction of speed? Speed? how to find change in gpe. how to calculate gpe
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